Abstract. Since the outbreak of pandemics, acute hemorrhagic conjunctivitis (AHC) has caused extensive attention in the field of public health. The purpose of this study was to quantitatively evaluate the influences of super spreader, passenger source and social relation structure on the AHC transmission in terminal. A method combining hierarchical structure of personal contact network with agent-based SEIR model was proposed to analyze the characteristics of AHC diffusion within terminal. Based on the spatial distance between individuals, the hierarchical structure of personal contact network was defined to construct a complex relationship of passengers in the real world. The agent-based SEIR model was improved by considering the individual level of AHC spread characteristics and influence of super spreader. Moreover, the characteristic of passenger movement was described by the improved social force model. To evaluate the method, this process was fused in simulation based on the constructed personal contact network, and personal contact network was defined by following four layers: social relation structure, subareas, space distribution, and the whole terminal. Super spreader and partition of passenger sources were found to impact a lot in departure, while social relation structure imposed a great influence in arrival. It contributes to proposing effective AHC measures by airport relevant department and improving the efficiency and ability of epidemic prevention on the public health.
Introduction
In recent decades, acute hemorrhagic conjunctivitis (AHC) has grown to be a global contagious eye disease. It is first occurred in many nations and areas in 1967, such as Africa, Asian, Europe and America and so on, and popular every other three or four years [1] . Since the high-density of passengers in airport terminal, the possibility of personal interact is large increase, which provides a quite convenient approach for AHC transmission. Therefore, more and more scholars pay close attention to the spread characteristic and control measures of acute hemorrhagic conjunctivitis. In fact, the spread of AHC is interpersonal. To study the impact of individual contact behavior on AHC transmission, hierarchical structure of personal contact network is more suitable for the evaluation of spatial information in small space. Therefore, we require a hierarchical spatial-topology structure to model personal contact network. It is feasible for analysis of AHC transmission in terminal.
On foundations above, we propose a method to quantitatively analyze the influences on AHC transmission in terminal by integrating agent-based SEIR model with hierarchical structure of personal contact network. The agent-based susceptible-exposed-infectious-removed (SEIR) model is used to describe dynamics of AHC transmission mechanism, and passenger social relation structure is captured and quantified by utilization of hierarchical network of personal contact. The characteristic of passenger movement is described by the improved social force model so as to quantitatively analyze the phenomenon of super spreaders. We show that, with this method, it is possible to study the impact of super spreader, passenger sources and social relation structures on AHC diffusion. To evaluate the proposed method, a hierarchical personal contact network of a terminal is built based on passenger geospatial distribution. Transmission experiments of AHC are carried out in the generated network to simulate AHC evolution process. Besides, we analyze the impact of passenger topological character and spatial clustering of AHC spread. In consequence, it contributes to proposing effective AHC measures by airport relevant department and improving the efficiency and ability of epidemic prevention on the public health.
Methods

Probability distribution function of AHC transmission
Acute hemorrhagic conjunctivitis is an infectious disease caused by intestinal virus, which is more common in summer and autumn. Individuals at each age group have the possibility to be infected. Moreover, contacts among individuals are considered as the major route of AHC spread, such as touching the hands, water or items contaminated by someone infected. Therefore, AHC possess the characteristics of short latency, strong infectiousness and quickly spread, and which lead to increase the likelihood of its outbreak.
The spread possibility correlates valid contact time [2] . β is a constant, represent the infect rate when individual contact with pathogen. The spreading probability density function-( ) f t changes along with valid contact time t, has to follow Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Sequentially, Eq. (3) is derived.
Then probability distribution function ( )
Influential factors needs to be considered Super spreader phenomenon
In terminal, passengers flow on specific directions and are more incline to the contacts induced from their own departure or arrival path. And there are much more procedures or services needed to be carried out in terminal. Conducting these procedures lessens the passenger interval and raises the likelihoods of getting contaminated. Furthermore, staffs in the terminals frequently contact with passengers. Once a staff in a terminal gets sick, it is highly possible for him becoming a super spreader which is the so-called super spreader phenomenon. AHC would get an extensive spread due to super spreader. Consequently, the control of contact behaviors with super spreader plays a key role in AHC diffusion intervention within terminal.
Passenger sources partition
Population mobility is one of the important factors which push the fast AHC transmission. The floating population flows among different cities using vehicle as their carriers. Furthermore, air travel has greatly accelerated AHC diffusion and other diseases transmitted by person-to-person contact [3] . At the same time, terminal has a very mobile population, and gathers passengers from different regions. For this reason, we divide passenger sources into affected areas and unaffected areas. Passengers coming from affected area carry AHC virus into local. Moreover, the airport services and procedures make passenger interval reducing, while the possibility of getting infected increasing. Therefore, AHC virus would be extensively spread due to the daily population flows coming from affected areas. Based on these, the control of interactive behaviors among passengers from affected area and unaffected areas plays a critical role in AHC spread intervention.
Social relation structure
Social relation structure represents the frequent degrees of contact relation among passengers. It is impossible for one passenger to contact all passengers at the same time. Therefore, in order to identify the effective contact for AHC virus transmission, we classify social relation structures [4] of passengers into some categories based on the spatial distance between individuals [5] , namely, relatives, colleagues, friends and other types of interpersonal relationship, which results in the spread of AHC in social network. Moreover, passengers in different social relation structures have diverse intimate relationships. Walking characteristics among passengers with different relationships are distinctly various, which lead to the difference in valid contact time t in Eq. (4). In the research of AHC spread, complex interpersonal relationship is extracted from hierarchical structure of personal contact network.
Model modifications Agent-based SEIR model
Agent is an individual with sociality, autonomy and activity. With the change of environment, they alter their behaviors and states according to changes in their environment [6] . Rules of agent-based SEIR model for AHC in terminal are improved as follow:
First, there were four mutually exclusive disease states during the diffusion, S (susceptible), E (exposed), I (infectious) and R (removed) [7] . The transition process of four disease states is shown as Figure 1 . Second, as to susceptible, who can be contaminated into exposed state, Eq. (4) determined the relationship between infected probability ( ) F t and valid contact time t [8] [9] .Third, the exposed could only remain latent during the residence or leave. Fourth, infectious passengers might infect susceptible pedestrian into exposed during their stay in terminal. Finally, removed were not capable of infecting or being infected. The hierarchical structure of personal contact network is composed of multi-layer networks, and each layer contains several independent networks with same attributes are contained in each layer [5] .
The first layer of hierarchical network (α = 0) is the unit model, which describes the most frequent contact relations. Individuals in a unit model have a high likelihood to contact each other. We use node number n to control network topology. All the unit models in a whole network is a set {n i }. Each unit has a high clustering coefficient C = 1. The number of basic unit model M is:
where N is number of nodes in a personal contact network. n 0 is the number of nodes in all the unit models.
Based on the unit model, we can construct the hierarchical network of personal contact. It connects nodes from unit model to the whole hierarchal contact network. The newly constructed network W is as follow:
Where u i and v i denote node set and edge set in a unit model i respectively. v new represents the newly added edges. n x is the number of unit models that compose the higher layer network. U and V mean all nodes and edges in network W.
Here, to fix the number of sub-networks, we use both spatial distance and social relation structure to estimate number of abstracted layers and number of sub-networks in a layer. Besides, we define a probability distribution function F(y) [5] to decide whether to add a new edge between individual i and individual j in different sub-networks.
In which, d i is the actual degree of individual i in layer α. d i max expresses the maximum degree of links that individual i owns in layer α − 1.
The spread of AHC takes on the characteristics of hierarchical structure of personal contact network model. In the investigated terminal, personal contact networks are defined by following four layers: social relation structure(α = 0), subareas(α = 1), space distribution (α = 2), and the whole terminal (α = 3), which is shown as Figure 2 . Details will be shown in the experiments later. , , l k f
, , l k f 3 3 3 , , l k f Generally, pedestrian i tends to remain a certain distance with j. This psychology could be expressed by
Where, the normal and tangential component of Besides, the small groups with a certain connection will walk together. We think the close connections among small group needed to get special considerations. The force 8).
Hence, the acceleration in moment t could be improved by kinematical equation given by Eq. (11) [11] , where the first term denotes the self-driving force. The pedestrian accelerates or decelerates due to the joint forces of these four forces.
The interactions among individuals of the four kinds of passengers are shown by Figure 2 .
Results
Experimental groups and parameter initialization
To validate the model mentioned above, we carry out five sets of simulative experiments to study the impact of AHC diffusion factors. They are (1) considering super spreader phenomenon only, (2) considering passenger source partition only, (3) considering social relation structure only, (4) without considering the three factors mentioned above, and (5) taking account of super spreader phenomenon, passenger source partition and social relation structure at the same time.
In the five experiments, we set the initial percentages of passengers' states based on AHC spread characteristic in airport terminal, which respectively are 78.6% (susceptible), 8.5% (exposed), 3.3% (infectious) and 9.6% (removed) both in arrival and departure. In each experiment, the total number of passengers in arrival and departure are roughly 8240, among which the number of domestic passengers is more than that of international passengers, approximately 3.8 times.
Assumptions of influential factors Super spreader phenomenon assumptions
Super spreaders increase the likelihood of passengers being infected. So, the number of super spreaders in each procedure plays an important role in AHC diffusion. Table 1 lists the number of assigned super spreaders in the experiments. Passenger sources partition assumptions The initial number of affected area passengers has made a great impact on the evolution process of AHC transmission. Table 2 lists the number of passengers coming from affected area in departure and arrival. Social relation structures assumptions History statistics shows that the proportions of passengers classified by social relation structure above are 36.2% (relatives), 22.4% (friends) 18.9% (colleagues), and 22.5% (individuals) respectively [12] . Table 3 provides the assumptions about the four social relation structures of passengers. Table 3 The assumptions of social relation structure 
Hierarchical structure of personal contact network model in terminal
We have made a survey on the social relation pattern of passengers in a Chinese terminal to get their spatial distribution. The investigation data included: the number of passengers in each social relation structure, the number of subareas in each region, the number of space distribution in each terminal. Then, we utilize these data to initialize the hierarchy of personal contact networks. The four layers of personal contact network are shown as Figure 3 
Discussion
To identify the influence of super spreader, passenger source and social relation structure on AHC transmission in terminal, we carry out AHC transmission experiments by utilization of proposed model with consideration of super spreader, passenger source and social relation structure, respectively.
The average numbers of infectious passengers both in departure and arrival vary with time. They are respectively shown as Figure 5 (left) and Figure 5 (right). In the departure experiments, there are average 26.4 people infected by each super spreader, while 1.56 people contaminated by an ordinary infectious. Whereas, there are average 13.7 people contaminated by each super spreader and 0.83 people get contaminated by common infectious people in arrival whose data is given by Figure 5 (right) . Furthermore, the total number of infectious passengers increases by 334 in departure all day while it only grows 34 in arrival considering super spreader. Consequently, we argue that super spreader impacts a great on prevalence in departure.
In the departure experiments, there are average 25.9 people infected when considering passengers coming from affected area, while 1.26 people contaminated by infectors without considering passenger source. Whereas, in the view of arrival experiment, 5.18 people get contaminated when passengers come from affected area and there are 0.34 people infected by infectious people ignoring the passenger sources. Furthermore, the total number of infectious passengers increases by 299 in departure all the day while it only grows by 42 in arrival in the consideration of passenger source partition. Hence, we argue that source of AHC virus carrier impacts a great on AHC spread in departure. Figure 5 The number of infected passengers in departure (left) and arrival (right) every hour The total number of infected passengers in departure and arrival are provided in Table 4 . Contrast with the experiment irrespective of the three factors, the number of infectious passengers in departure experiment considering social relation structure grows by 117, while increases by 211 in arrival. And the experiment reveals that social relation structure plays an important role in arrival. Due to the different procedures in departure and arrival, passengers will get together to check-in or security check no matter what social relation structures they are in departure. Therefore, infectious passengers have more chances to contact and infect others. However, passengers of different social relation structures will separate after they disembark in arrival, which causes the reduction of the possibility of being infected. Table 4 The total number of infected passengers in departure and arrival 
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to organically combine hierarchical structure of personal contact network model with agent-based SEIR model based on individuals' spatial distribution information in terminal. By analyzing and simulating the different factors that affect AHC virus spread, we reveal the characteristics and evolution process of AHC transmission.
(1) The proposed method possessed the capability of quantitatively describing the AHC prevalence process, analyzing influences of concerned factors, as well as proposing effective intervention strategies.
(2) The dynamic evolution of AHC transmission is simulated based on the experiments. In the spread process, super spreader and passenger sources are found having marked impact in departure, while social relation structure imposes a great influence in arrival.
(3) Endemic area isolation and should be implemented in infectious groups. Other intervention measures, such as terminal ventilation, disinfection and reasonable partition and opening more service resources as earlier as possible, should be adapted to the arrest AHC development in both departure and arrival.
